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Radiopharmacy-Clinical Reality and Selected Research Demands

                                        Gustav Hör, Frankfurt, Germany

For the whole world PET is still something mysterious, for us PET is the
whole world.

PET Installation in Frankfurt

Nuclear Medicine Clinic at the University of FRANKFURT /Main succeeded to
establish a Satellite PET in 1994- exactly 80 years after the foundation of our
university in 1914.
Our PET-Tomograph was a modern version-at this time- the ECAT-EXACT 47
to enable whole body PET scans as the procedure of choice. In Oncology we use
5-12 bed positions with additional regional scans and hot transmission.
More than 3000 PET studies were carried out between 1994 and 1999
predominantly in tumor patients, in about 10 % also in neurology and the rest in
cardiology and cardiac surgery. The selected reference list( attachment )
contains a broader spectrum of references.
The annual rate of PET acceptance by our clinicians continuoulsy increased
from 125 to 713 in the last year of my leadership
18F-FDG was exclusively administered, which we received from the Research
Center in KARLSRUHE- about 120 km remote from us.

FDG was called the molecule of the century, DNA the molecule of the
millenium.

My presentation aims at focusing on clinical reality of FDG-PET in three
major medical specialities and to touch some of the demands in clinical PET
research out of the sight of my view.

ONCOLOGY

PET is capable of fulfilling some basic requirements of oncologists and
oncological surgeons, such as recurrence detection, localizing metabolically
active tumor volume and control of chemotherapy ( lymphoma ) or radiation
therapy ( for instance in esophagus carcinoma ).
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PET may turn out to be also useful for grading, and PET sometimes visualizes
complications, and it may prognosticate the outcome.

The biochemical basis of PET cancer studies is the anaerobic glycolysis- as an
early indicator of malignant transformation of cells as discovered by the Nobel
price laureate OTTO WARBURG in Berlin- already in 1925.

Molecular biology studies extended PET potentials tremendously, such as the
allocation of different glucose transporters and the hexokinase-mediated
hyperconsumption of FDG in proliferating viable cancerous tissue.

Radiopharmacy of FDG obtained multidisciplinary importance. Nuclear
medicine technology and computer informatics complemented the way of
success.

Collective PET studies

More than 18 000 PET-studies were collected from literature comparing PET
with CT. I am not aware of any other comparable study for CT and MRI
(Gambhir et al. 2001).

Admittedly- a large number of studies alone is no guarantee for the proof of
quality and correctness, if not based on experimental grounds and on evidence
based medicine including 7000 studies (RESKE and KOTZERKE 2001).

Radiology without PET and nuclear medicine is no longer a solitary
diagnostic standard. PET is a decisive complementary diagnostic tool.

Pneumonology and Thoracic Surgery

Singular pulmonary nodules -especially in high-risk patients- such as in strong
smokers or those suffering from lung asbestosis are prioritized indications for
FDG-PET, because these patients are potential carriers of bronchial carcinoma.
Over years much time and money has been spent in the pre-PET era-for useless
surgery and for invasive investigations, such as mediastinoscopy being now
questionable and replaceable by PET under defined clinical situations.

PET can verify- maximally in about 96 %-, whether a lesion in lungs is
hypermetabolic favoring prompt surgical intervention in case x-ray thorax,
CT and /or MRI leave in doubt.

Clinical and laboratory inflammation parameters are carefully to be considered.
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In case multilocular lesions- means extrapulmonal metastases -are detected
surgical strategy would be the wrong way. Chemotherapy or radio-
chemotherapy is the treatment of choice.
Quantification may help in singular pulmonary lesion, in its simplest way by
means of SUR or SUV

Standardized uptake ratio –SUR or SUV (uptake values) is a simple, but
adjuvant possibility to underline the malignant nature of a PET- detected hyper-
metabolic lesion- for instance in lungs. The sensitivity and accuracy of visual as
well as of SUV- directed decision is higher in lesions larger than 1,5 cm. SUV is
especially useful in follow-up studies and in tumor-therapy control

PET- based lung-cancer staging (Fig. 1):

More than 4000 clinical PET studies were collected .
Patient- related data are listed always on left side, lesion-by lesion analysis in
parenthesis ( Data shown in HÖR 2001).The comparable values are opposed in
slides -sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value, negative
predictive value- each patient-related and lesion-related.All data again were
summarized in the tabulated summary ( GAMBHIR et al2001)

PET is superior to CT in all categories of evaluated parameters.
There is one exception:Considering the isolated NPV-values-of lesion-related
data, where CT approximates PET results- -92 % for CT- 94 %-for PET- means
no difference in negative predictability of both procedures.

Sensitivity ,specificity, positive predictive value and accuracy are much more
better for PET as compared to CT- in patient related data as well as in lesion by
lesion analysis.Less experienced PET- investigators should not overlook PET-
limitations- such as:Inflammatory, benign hypermetabolic lesions, like in
tuberculoma or mycetoma- can show similar metabolic pattern as malignant
lesions.
Therapy monitoring by means of PET is entirely exceptional before and after
chemotherapy of malignant lymphoma –these PET images speak for themselves
– before and after chemotherapy ( complete metabolic remission) and we can
also say:Changing therapeutic strategies via upstaging a tumor belongs to
the outstanding advantages of FDG-PET.

Co-registration of PET images and CT or MRI is urgently requestible.
Most importantly: singular pulmonary lesions are resectable surgically,
multilocular metastases can be promptly subjected to chemotherapy-or to
combined radio-chemotherapy avoiding surgery-
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PET- based Colorectal-Cancer Staging (Fig. 2):

Colorectal cancer recurrence is an important PET indication in case tumor
marker levels ( CEA, CA 10-9) are rising postoperatively especially when
preliminary ultrasound, CT and / or MRI are inconclusive. In this situation we
should not hesitate to offer FDG-PET.Notice should be taken of the international
register of FDG-PET studies (GAMBHIR et al 20001):2244 studies:

In colorectal cancer recurrence the evaluated parameters of FDG PET
exceed CT, in patient-related as well as in lesion-by lesion analysis.
Occult metastasis in small lymph nodes which are unaccessible to radiology
and frequently overlooked may be detected by PET- if they maintain a
hypermetabolic status. Here we conveniently apply fusion images between PET
and CT or MRI which are even more diagnostically efficient than the
aforementioned coregistration of PET and radiological investigations.
If PET study detects only one or a few RESECTABLE liver or extrahepatic
metastases this is a favorable sign for a patient.

PET- Staging in Malignant High risk Melanoma ( refering to thickness and
invasiveness as criteria )

PET offers the chance to detect occult- means radiologically invisible- lesions
which may escape conventional investigations (such as in spleen ).
Large tumors – bulky disease-are not the indication for PET.In a prospective
study together with our dermatologists we could verify the superiority of FDG-
PET over CT in 100 patients.Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy are much more
favorable for PET as opposed to conventional modalities ( tumor markers,
ultrasond, CT )

PET-based Head and Neck Cancer Staging:

Surgeons expect from PET evidence-based information, whether palpable or non
palpable lymph nodes are hypermetabolic on one side or on both sides- s. slide-
to adequately plan their surgical strategy.In another prospective study we could
verfy: PET predicted the highest number of correct negative lymphnodes
and the lowest number of false positive nodes in more than 1000 nodes
eaxamined histologically.

Fig. 3 represents a PET scan in a papillary thyroid carcinoma
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Limitations of ONKO-PET

Limited value is expectable in neuroendocrine tumors, where F-18-DOPA or
other receptor ligands and labelled proliferation markers apparently offer better
chances.

Alternatively to PET- planar and SPECT- dependent receptor tracers –single
photon- emitters-are superior to PET, such as the Somatostatin analogue In-
111- octreotide .Only those tumors become visible, which express the
appropriate receptor-subtype(There are at least five). Another differential
diagnosis for tumor-independent “positive” FDG-PET scan is observed in
sarcoidosis (Fig. 4).

PET in Neurology and Psychiatry

Dementia (Fig. 5)

Psychiatrists, neurologists and neuroradiologists do have problems in
discriminating the about 50 possibilities of dementia. A majority of these
patients suffer from ALZHEIMERS disease. Exactly before 100 years the first
case was observed by Dr. ALZHEIMER in FRANKFURT.
After a late discovery of the original patient- journal of Auguste D reprinting of
this first medico-historical document was promptly accepted by LANCET in
1996.

Our psychiatrists have established a Memory Division for Cognitive Disorders
as a special unit for patients with dementive and progressive mental decline. We
investigated more than 100 patients with different stages and forms of dementia
and found a considerable number-43 out of a total of 107 patients-in whom PET
allowed for a typical metabolic pattern recognition: bi lateral symmetrical
decrease or loss of FDG consumption in biparietal and bitemporal cortical brain
regions (association cortex), responsible for cognitive disorders.The challenging
chances ly in potentially separating ALZHEIMER- types of dementia from
vascular dementia resulting sometimes after stroke.Usual psychometric tests
frequently leave in doubt.

Collective PET-Studies

More than 720 PET studies in dementia were collected in literature.
Sensitivity of FDG-PET amounts to 93 %, Specificity 80, PPV 82, NPV 88,
accuracy 87 % (Gambhir et al. 2001)Incremental value may be potentially be
increased by fusion images, age-matched and sex-matched brain maps, neuronal
networks and by quantification of metabolic pattern.
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In PET- Centers high-level research studies are possible, based on visualizing
the receptor density of 11 C-labeled muscarinic and nicotinic acetyl-
cholinergic receptors, also under treatment with ligand-inhibitors.

PET in Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery

Myocardial viability testing after previous myocardial infarction with the
key issues to visualize preoperatively which myocardial segments are alive,
means viable , means jeopardized and threatened by another infarction and
therefore should be effectively salvageable by adequate revascularization.

Infarcted tissue is not viable, therefore revascularization is senseless

Difficulties in decision making arise in CHF- congestive heart failure- with
severe reduction of the pump function of the left heart- as measured by EF
around or below 30 % ( normal range is between 50 and 70 % ).Cardiac PET
should be included into preoperative decision making, in order to be able to
better decide which treatment modality is more beneficial for a given patient.
The Toronto Heart Institute ( quoted again in HÖR 2001 ) proved a considerable
influence of PET results on modified therapy regimens.

Viable myocardium may be “hibernating”-means: The muscle sleeps, it is
not- contracting, but still alive.After myocardial infarction the coexistence of
viable and non-viable cardiomyocytes ( fibrosis) has been well documented.
In this condition myocardial perfusion is decreased and myocardial function is
reduced-downregulated-, but metabolic FDG-consumption is preserved or even
increased.

In dilative cardiomyopathy of the left and the right ventricular heart chamber
PET assists decision making between bypass surgery and heart transplantation
by showing a considerable loss of metabolically active FDG- consuming
myocardium.

How to visualize hibernating( viable) heart muscle by FDG-PET ?

Essentially we make use of the match-mismatch-concept between perfusion
and metabolism.
Mis-Match means decreased perfusion, but preserved or increased FDG
consumption ( viability signal ). Match characterizes simultaneous decrease of
perfusion and loss of metabolic activity in a givenmyocardial segment ( Non-
viability signal ).…….
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13 N- ammonia is probably the best myocardial perfusion marker besides
oxygen -15 –but both PET- tracers can only be utilized in PET centers.

In Satellite PET-units we depend on a radiochemical surrogate--- the SPECT –
dependent Tc99m- MIBI – so we combine MIBI-perfusion scan with FDG –
PET
Software programs allow for “quantitative” evaluation with preciser
information on the extent and the proportion of viable and non- viable
myocardium using color-coded mapping display (so called MUNICH-
HEART):-

Normally perfused myocardium is displayed in green color,
hibernating myocardium with decreased myocardial perfusion but containing
viable cardiomyocytes becomes visible in blue color and
non-viable- infarct-destroyed tissue-myocardial fibrosis- is seen in red color.
 3 D display of PET scans is under exploration with controversial opinions on its
advantages and disadavantages.

Gated PET ( “GAPET “)

Additive to the match-mis-match concept another method is independently
suitable to visualize metabolically active and contractile heart muscle by
means of the gated PET-or GAPET –a method first described in 1979 by
HOFMAN in UCLA, but on an inadequate technological level.
Several groups-including our own-meanwhile presented standardized
procedures, now ready to use in routine ( Hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp, s
KNUUTI et al in HÖR 2001 )

Gated PET displays segmental myocardial contraction over the complete cardiac
cycle- from enddiastole to endsystole. In this way we can analyse the metabolic
wall thickening of viably contracting heart

For whom is myocardial viability testing beneficial?

The idealal candidate is the one, who suffered from an acute myocardial
infarction with severely decreased left ventricular function (ejection fraction =
EF below or around 30 % ), reangina is present, recascularization is planned and
surgically adopted.Representative PET scans were demonstrated in the lecture
and in HÖR 2001 )

 PET`s Impact on Therapeutic Strategy
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In a Canadian Heart Center therapy was changed between 44 % and 63 % from
the available inter-modal therapies to another treatment modality( for instance
surgery instead of medical treatment ).

 Cardiomyopathy

It may be difficult to discriminate between idiopathic and ischemic forms with
extensive metabolic deficits. A large body of literature attests to the validity of
PET also in these clinical situations.

Remarks on Cardiac PET-Research

PET-generators ( for instance for Strontium-Rubidium ) are too cost-expensive
In Germany only one study was performed. Similarily the research activies with
carbon-11 labeled tracers are far behind those with fluorine-18 compounds- even
in the PET- centers of our country.Labeled catecholamine derivatives for studies
of cardiac neurotransmission , such as for reinnervation of transplanted heart are
performed on a cheaper basis with 123 I- MIBG ( s. SCHÄFERS 2001 ).

PET Research in Post-Genome-Era

The NIH and the DOE provided a spectacular amount of financial support for
gene-research ( FEINENDEGEN 1997, s. in HÖR 2001 ))
Gene function analysis to be optimized by PET reporter gene and reporter
probes, such as 18F-fluoro-penciclovir,18F- antisense-oligonucleotides ( ASON
TAVITIAN ) as potential vectors to image mRNA-expression, furthermore
by by peptides in infectiology ( CORSTENS, BECKER ) and in apoptosis
research( programmed cell death)-

Virus-mediated transfer of genes into cell nucleus ( PET-reporter probe,
image ) is at the forefront of PET research (s. references in quoted papers )

Closer to Practice in Oncology

came bone imaging with  18  F-fluoride ( ULM ) or other proposals to
recombine FDG and 18F–fluoride ( FREIBURG ).Lesions interposed between
bone and soft tissue or adjacent to both become more precisely interpretable.

Cardiac Gene Imaging promotes to the forefront ( BENGEL and
SCHWAIGER, Munich )- after adenoviral transfer of virus-thymidine-kinase (
HSV-Tk)
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receptor imaging with labeled cardio-endothelial peptides ( s. ALEKSIC and
SZABO, 2001, Baltimore )

To visualize vulnerable- unstable atherosclerotic plaques would improve the
diagnosis of acute coronary syndromes and potentially promote us to recognize
coronary artery disease in its earliest phase- s. POPE-concept, NARULA et al in
HÖR 2001 ).

The cheapest PET way is to look at activated macrophages in
atherosclerotic lesions incidentally detectable in whole-body tumor scans with
FDG-PET..

In neurology

18  F-labeled dyes could become favorite PET tracers for direct visualization of
neuropathological ALZHEIMER characteristics, like amyloid deposition,
astrocytosis marker and neurofibrillar tangles( s. Image of the year in High-
Light Lecture, H. N. Wagner, J. Nucl. Med. 2001).There seems to be a complete
anatomo-metabolic and topographic matching between brain regions with
metabolic deficits and invivo labeling of amyloid plaques. Further studies
seem promising.
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Attachment to Hör: representative (selected) PET scans

B. Weimer, M. Reicherts, G. Hör, L. Liu

Fig. 1: 61 y old male, heavy smoker, suffered from cough since 6 weeks. X-ray thorax and
CT showed a tumor formation, 4 cm in diameter, apical segment of lower right lobe.
18F-FDG-PET: In local correspondence with CT a focal FDG-hyperconsumption is seen,
Standardized uptake value (SUV) increased (5,8). No other foci are visible. This is a “typical”
PET-pattern of pulmonary malignancy.Surgery: Squamous cell carcinoma of lung, stage
pT2pN0 (39 lymphnodes) M0, N0.

Fig. 2: 53 years old female with rectum carcinoma (surgery 7/99). Increased CEA (10 U/ml),
CT and endoscopy negative.
18F-FDG-PET: Local area of FDG-hyperconsumption in presacral region: PET confirms the
suspicion of recurrence. No further foci (metastases). Surgery verified an extra-luminary
tumor recurrence.
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Fig. 3: 69 years old female; total thyreoidectomy 2 years ago (papillary carcinoma stage 2),
postoperative hTg level not detectable, Radioiodine-ablation. Now: Elevated hTg (human
thyreoglobulin) 12mg/l. 131I whole body scan negative. Ultrasound of neck unsuspicious.
18F-FDG-PET detected one focus with increased metabolism in right cervical compartment.
Surgery: Histological confirmation of a lymphnode metastasis of the papillary tumor, hTg
again below the level of detectability.

Fig. 4: 39 years old male: Routine X-ray thorax: Suspicion of bilateral, hilar lymphomas.CT:
Enlarged lymph nodes (in hili and mediastinum) suspicious of lymphoma.
18F-FDG-PET: 1) multiple foci of increased FDG-uptake in both hilar and mediastinal regions.
2) one focus (clinically palpable node) in mental region, subsequently removed (histology:
granulomatous disease).Final diagnosis: Sarcoidosis (exclusion of lymphoma or metastasis).
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Fig. 5: Bilateral temporo-parietal loss of FDG consumption. Highly suggestive of Alzheimers
disease.


